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VITAL WORLD
“Vital world”, often called “Wellness”, is a complex of procedures and attractions designed mainly for commercial public facilities. Recently, it is becoming more and more popular also in family houses. Relaxation and regeneration in the vital world complements a healthy lifestyle and positively influences not only the body but also the soul.
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REFERENCES
During our long existence, we have worked on a lot of large and successful projects, both at home and abroad. We are building the complexes from the very beginning to commissioning.
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WELLNESS PRODUCTS
Already in the beginnings of our company, we have come to the conclusion that launching the production of the majority of technologies needed for wellness facilities is going to be our top priority. Our main products are the basic building material KLIPEX, the central control system RMV4 and various mechanical effects that make the area particularly attractive.
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We have been here for you for 20 years




Wellness is a very broad term representing a healthy lifestyle. “Vital world” is a specific expression of relaxation and regeneration of the whole body and soul. Nowadays, it is no longer possible to successfully run a hotel or recreational facility without such an area. Especially in the mountain region you will not be “IN” without the vital world.


VAMELI tries to follow trends in the world and constantly move forward. We advise investors so that they can be proud of their “Vital world” and so that it brings pleasure both to its owners as well as to its visitors. A vital world is structurally and technically demanding project with a high artistic value. In a commercial understanding, it has its sanitary, technical, but mainly capacitive requirements. It must have an optimal layout and the future operation must be as efficient as possible!
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			ADRESA

Slovenská 46

040 01 Košice

TELEFÓN

+421 950549871

E-mail

vameli@vameli.sk




			IČO: 36209457

IČ DPH: SK2021591660

DIČ: 2021591660

Spoločnosť je zapísaná v Obch.registri:

Mestského súdu Košice;

oddiel: Sro; vložka č.: 12766/V
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